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About Friends of Poquessing 

The Friends of Poquessing Watershed of 

Philadelphia, Bucks County, and a small portion 

of Lower Moreland in Montgomery County, is 

an all volunteer non-profit environmental 

group which is dedicated to the protection and 

enhancement of the Poquessing Watershed. 

Our offices are located in the Community 

College of Philadelphia, NorthEast, at 

12901Townsend Road in Northeast 

Philadelphia. 

    The Watershed, with a history dating back to the days of William Penn and his treaty 

with the Indians, is a long neglected 21 square mile area which straddles Philadelphia 

and Bucks County.  

    The Poquessing Creek starts in Bucks and Montgomery Counties, and provides the 

boundary between Philadelphia and Bensalem, Bucks County. It is fed by several 

tributaries such as Bloody Run, Elwoods Run, Wilsons Run, Waltons Run, Black Lake Run, 

and Byberry Creek before it empties into the Delaware River by the Glen Foerd mansion 

at Grant Avenue. 

    The Friends of Poquessing Watershed was organized in early 1990 to: 

 Create an awareness of and respect for the environmental importance of the 

Poquessing Creek, its tributaries and the entire Watershed 

 Increase the awareness of the historical significance of the area 

 Improve the water quality and the environmental conditions of the Creek and its 

wetlands 

 Become a large, active educational voice in the community for the entire 

Poquessing Watershed 

 Ultimately create a passive linear trail for walking and wildlife appreciation on 

public land that borders the Poquessing Creek 

The Poquessing Creek 
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Major Watershed Problems 

 Stream impairment 

 Erosion 

 Sedimentation 

 Flooding 

 Obstructions 

Five Municipalities 

 Bensalem 

 Lower Southampton 

 Lower Moreland 

 Upper Southampton 

 Philadelphia 

 

 

  
Quick Poquessing Creek Facts 

22 

Square Mile 

Watershed 

45 

Stream Miles 

Urbaniz

Watersh
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The Streamkeepers Program 

This effort is part of larger upstream suburban Philadelphia citizen stream monitoring 

initiative funded by the William Penn Foundation. In 2014 the William Penn Foundation 

began the Delaware River Basin Initiative with a goal of improving the water quality of 

the Delaware River by targeting sub-watershed.  

Similar streamkeeper programs are underway in the Darby-Cobbs, Wissahickon, 

Tookany/Tacony-Frankford, Pennypack and Poquessing Watersheds.  The Wissahickon 

Valley Watershed Association is providing program training and technical support, with 

additional scientific support coming from the Academy of Natural Sciences and Stroud 

Research Center.  

Citizen Streamkeepers will collect valuable data on stream health, come away with a 

better understanding of their watershed, and will be more empowered to promote 

actions that improve watershed health. 

 

 

 

 

 

Commitment and Training 

Friends of Poquessing Streamkeepers Meeting 
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Streamkeepers are asked to commit about two hours a quarter for 

monitoring an assigned stream section (that is, October, January, April, and 

July). We would like your monitoring to be conducted between the 10th 

and 20th of each month and data to be reported back to the Friends of 

Poquessing, if possible, within 48 hours of monitoring.  

The Friends of Poquessing team will train all Streamkeepers before 

monitoring and additional training will be provided throughout the 

program. 

Safety Tips for Collecting Data 

We want you to have a fun and safe when you are out by the stream. Here 

are several safety tips for when you are out monitoring: 

 

 Conduct the survey with a partner.  

 Alert someone with the time you left and when you plan on returning. 

 Be aware of parking location. Be mindful of where you are going to 

prevent getting lost.  

 Dress appropriately. Wear protective clothing to prevent ticks. 

Educate yourself on Lyme’s disease and conduct tick checks at the 

conclusion of fieldwork. Wear appropriate layers in the winter when 

temperatures are cooler.  

 Check the weather before going in the field. Be careful during heavy 

storm conditions. 

 Avoid fast flowing or deep water. Never visit survey site during flood 

conditions.  
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 Be cautious of stream banks. They are often slippery, uneven, and 

may and have harmful plants (poison ivy, stinging nettle, multiflora 

rose, etc.). Do not scale steep slopes.  

 Be able to identify and avoid hazardous plants (poison ivy, stinging 

nettle, multiflora rose and Japanese hop).  

 

 

 

Respect Private Property 

The Friends of Poquessing will ensure that permission to monitor has been 

granted for all Streamkeepers sections. All public land managers will be 

notified of this program before Creek Watchers begin monitoring and no 

private property should be accessed unless permission from the landowner 

is on file at the Friends of Poquessing.  

Potential issue with private property for either parking or monitoring: Pine 

Run Elementary School for parking and monitoring, Philmont Ave Bridge 

for parking, Word of Life for parking/monitoring, Old Lincoln Highway 

Bridge?, Richilieu Bridge?, Dunks Ferry Bridge for parking, Red Lion Bridge 

for parking, Holy Family University for parking and monitoring?, Salem 

Harbour for visual survey. 
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Contact Information 

Robin Eisman 

 Phone: (215) 285-1269 

Email: reisman@friendsofpoquessing.org 

Paul Racette 

 Phone: (215) 850-5579 

 Email: pracette@pecpa.org 

Donna Remick 

Phone: (215) 813-2744  

 Email: FriendsofPoquessing@usa.net
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Monitoring Sites 

Lower Southampton Locations 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Monitoring Sites 

1. Woodbine and 

Lake 

2. Hickory Avenue 

Crossing 

3. Steele Road 

Crossing 

4. Word of Life 

Parking Lot 

5. Sterner Mill Road 

Creek Overlook 

6. Philmont Avenue 

Crossing 

 

 

2

1

3

6

5

4
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Bensalem and Holy Family University in Philadelphia 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

*Indicates historic bridge.  See 

Stone Arch 

Bridge handout for more 

information. 

  

7. Trevose Road Crossing 

8. Linconia Park (Lin 

Park) off of Linconia Ave 

9. Old Lincoln Highway 

Bridge* 

10. Richilieu Bridge* 

11. Century Lane Bridge* 

12.  Dunks Ferry Bridge 

13. Red Lion Bridge* 

14. Holy Family 

University 

15. State Road Bridge* 

 

 

 

 

 

 

7

8

10

12

11

9

13

14

15
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Monitoring Sites 

Lower Moreland 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 2

5
4

16. Pine Run Elementary School 

16
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Site 1: Woodbine Avenue and Lake Road 

Site ID: POQ_LSH_trb1 

 Volunteers can look at the creek from both sides of Woodbine Avenue. 

 Residential area 

 Grass lawns on downstream side, narrow wooded area on upstream site. 

Parking:  Parking at this site can be found on the street. 
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Site 2: Hickory Avenue Crossing 

Site ID: POQ_LSH_trb2 

 Volunteers can look at creek from both sides of road crossing. 

Parking: Parking at this site can be found on the street. 

Precautions: This site becomes heavily flooded. Be careful after heavy rains.?? 
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Site 3: Steele Road Crossing 

Site ID: POQ_LSH_trb3 

 Volunteers can look at creek from both sides of road crossing. 

 Concrete bank and bed on downstream side. 

Parking: Parking at this site can be found on the street. 

Precautions: This site becomes heavily flooded. Be careful after heavy rains.?? 
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Site 4: Word of Life Parking Lot 

Site ID: POQ_LSH_trb4 

 Volunteers can view up and down creek from mid-point of parking lot behind the 

church (point is where edge of parking lot curves, about 10 paces (~ 30 feet) to 

right of lamppost (when facing creek). 

 

Parking: Parking at this site can be found (at 

adjacent McDonalds…but we should confirm with 

Church it is ok to park right at site and monitor).  

Precautions: This site becomes heavily 

flooded. Be careful after heavy rains.  
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Site 5: Sterner Mill Road Creek Overlook 

Site ID: POQ_LSH_trb5 

 Volunteer can monitor this site from overlook on Sterner Mill 

 Be careful of cars on road especially at turn. 

 Creek passes under PA Turnpike on downstream side. 

 Monitoring point in on road edge (at the middle post of 3 in the wire rope along 

road), just across from underpass. 

Parking: (In blue) Parking at this site can be found on the street. 
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Precautions: This site becomes heavily flooded. Be careful after heavy rains.?? 
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Site 6: Philmont Avenue Crossing 

Site ID: POQ_LSH_trb6 

 Volunteers can look at the creek from both sides of the bridge, but focus on 

access point on downstream side of bridge next to (Owens Auto Glass) parking 

lot. 

 Be careful crossing road and on bridge; busy road! 

Parking: Parking at this site can be found on lot by bridge on downstream side (confirm 

with Owen Auto Glass?). 

Precautions: This site becomes heavily flooded. Be careful after heavy rains.?? 
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Site 7: Trevose Road Crossing 

Site ID: POQ-BS-P9 

 Volunteers can look at the creek from both sides of the bridge. 

 Be careful crossing road and on bridge. 

 New development on downstream side. 

 Two tributaries converge on upstream side. 

Parking: (In blue) Parking at this site can be found on the street adjacent to bridge (on 

downstream side of bridge just past bridge as you approach from the direction of 

Philadelphia). 

Precautions: This site becomes heavily flooded. Be careful after heavy rains.?? 
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Site 8: Linconia Park (Lin Park) off of Linconia Ave 

Site ID: POQ-BS-P8 

 Do visual point assessment at Bensalem 

Township flood marker, looking upstream 

and downstream. 

 Volunteers can also conduct visual 

assessment while walking length of 

stream through park.   

 Volunteers can also view tributary at 

bridge in woods, including inspecting for 

blockage, erosion, etc. 

Parking:  There is a parking lot on site that can 

be utilized. 
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Site 9: Old Lincoln Highway Bridge 

Site ID: POQ_BS_P7 

 Volunteers can look at the creek from both sides of the bridge. 

 Watch out for stray cats. 

Parking:  Parking at this site can be found on the street end next to bridge. 

Precautions: This site becomes heavily flooded. Be careful after heavy rains.??  
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Site 10: Richilieu Bridge 

Site ID: POQ-BS-P6 

 Volunteers can look at the creek from both 

sides of the bridge. 

 Be careful on bridge; crumbling sidewalls 

especially on down creek side. 

 

Parking:  (In blue) Parking can be at the start of 

the drive and before the apartment complex.   
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Site 11: Century Lane Bridge 

Site ID: POQ-BS-P5 

 Volunteers can look at the creek from both 

sides of the bridge; be careful on bridge; no 

walking lane. 

 Volunteers walk to the left and right of the 

bridge in (upstream) grass area.   

 Significant sediment buildup under right 

archway that volunteers should monitor. 

Parking: (In blue) Parking at this site can be found 

on the street. 

Precautions: Depending on time of day, it may be 

difficult to be on the bridge.  There is no shoulder 

(watch for cars).   
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Site 12: Dunks Ferry Bridge 

 Site ID: POQ-BS-P4 

 Volunteers can look at the creek from both sides 

of the bridge. 

Parking: (In blue) Volunteers can park at the apartment 

complex in the visitors parking section (request 

permission).  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

Site 13: Red Lion Rd. and Frankford Ave. Bridges  

Site ID: POQ_BS_P3 
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 Confluence of Byberry Creek and 

Poquessing Creek just below Red Lion Road 

Bridge. 

 Can monitor at Bensalem Township 

Emergency Management Flood Marker – 

looking upstream towards creek confluence. 

Parking: (In blue) Parking at this site can be found 

by apartment between bridges. 
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Site 14: Holy Family University 

Site ID: POQ_BS_P2 

 See PWD and USGS stream monitoring gauges;  do point monitoring just below 

USGS gauge.  

 Volunteers can also conduct visual assessment while walking length of road 

along stream from Holy Family down to Grant Avenue. 

  

  Parking: Adjacent to Delaney Hall on campus (upper white dot), or at lot for 

student housing along Grant Avenue (lower white dot). Confirm
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Site 15: State Road Bridge 

Site ID: POQ-BS-P1 

 Volunteers can also conduct visual 

assessment while walking down Old Bridge 

Road, Baywater Drive, and across fields in 

direction of Delaware River.  Would have to 

be done by Salem Harbor resident 

Parking: (In blue) Parking at this site can be found 

in Salem Harbour; best if resident is doing 

monitoring. 
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Site 16: Pine Run 

Site ID: POQ-LM-P1 

 Monitoring point is on School Property, behind 

school is wooded area along creek. 

 Do not monitor during school activity hours 

unless coordinated with school personnel. 

 Conduct visual point monitoring where 

specified, plus monitor short length of the 

creek. 

Parking: Parking at this site can be found on school 

parking lot. 
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Monitoring Guide 

Streamkeepers will monitor at a visual point (mostly at bridges).  There are a couple of sections 

that also can be walked while filling out a field sheet (See end of document). The data analyzers 

and The Friends of Poquessing will use the collected data to identify problem areas in the creek, 

areas in need of more investigation, and areas in need of immediate attention. 

You will be trained on how to fill out the data sheets. We encourage you to fill the sheets with as 

much detail as possible each time you are out on the stream. We find that this helps us when we 

have left the stream and are completing our notes.  

When to monitor 

Please consider monitoring from the 10th to the 20th of each designated monitoring month.   

Monitoring should only be conducted during fair weather conditions. Never monitor if the 

weather is hazardous or if the creek is elevated from rainwater; your safety is the number one 

priority!! 

 

Field sheet: Top portion 

The top of the monitoring sheet tells the Friends of Poquessing where and when you collected 

the data.  

 Section: The section of the creek that you are monitoring, as assigned by the Friends of 

Poquessing. 

 Waterbody: This will be either the Poquessing or the name of a tributary.  

 Date: The date that the monitoring was conducted (between the 10th and 20th). 

 Monitors: The first and last name of the Streamkeeper monitoring the site. 

 Time started and ended: The time that the monitor started and ended the monitoring 

efforts. This value is important for the Friends of Poquessing to report in our annual 

grant reports, so please fill it in every time. 

 Date sent: This is the day that the data was sent to the Friends of Poquessing. This will 

help us to locate data in the rare event that it is misplaced. 

 Number of photos taken: This is the total number of photos taken from your monitoring 

site or walked section. This will ensure that all of the photos you send are accounted for.  

 Days since last rainfall and approximate rainfall: This is the amount of time since the last 

rainfall and the amount of rainfall in that rain event. These will help the Friends of 

Poquessing determine if the conditions that you are observing are an artifact of a recent 
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storm event. If rain has not fallen in over a week please write ‘more than 7 days’ if you do 

not remember the exact number of days. 

 Current weather: Choose one category that bests describes the weather during 

monitoring. 

Monitoring the section site 

The monitoring site is the designated site within each creek section for visual assessments. The 

sites are identified in this manual; you will be assigned a monitoring point and you should 

confirm the location with the Friends of Poquessing.  The data collected at the section site is 

categorical so that it can be easily compared to other sites and overtime.  

 

All Streamkeepers will be trained in collecting this data.  Please remember that as you monitor 

the site to visually assess the entire portion of the stream that you can see from your site post 

both up and downstream. 

We would like to get a broad perspective of what you see! 

Site photograph 

A single site photograph needs to be taken each time the site is visited using the same angle, 

zoom, and facing the same direction. The Friends of Poquessing will provide you a few example 

photos of how this photo should be taken. This one photo should be submitted to the Friends 

of Poquessing using this titling format: Location-ddMONTHyyyy-full name. The alphabetical 

month or abbreviation should be written out.  

 For example if Robin Eisman surveyed at the Trevose Road Crossing on October 14, 

2014, her file name would be: Site-7-TrevoseRoadCrossing-14Oct2014-RobinEisman 

Monitoring Site: Section one 

Only one choice should be selected for each category in the first section of the monitoring 

sheet, under the ‘circle one choice’ bar. 

Water Clarity 

Decreased water clarity can indicate sediment or particles entering into the stream from run off 

or erosion, a frequent problem in the Poquessing Watershed. Indicate the water clarity here. 

 Clear: No obvious turbidity. 

 Slightly cloudy: Water is cloudy, but the bottom of the streambed is still visible.  

 Cloudy: The streambed can only be seen in shallow areas, but not in deeper sections.  
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 Opaque/chocolate milk: The streambed cannot be seen through the water, even in 

shallow areas. 

Surface Coating 

Surface coatings can be from a natural process or may indicate a problem in the stream.  

 None/clear: Normal with no surface coating.  

 Bubbles: Naturally occurring bubbles are from the biological process of breaking down 

material in a stream. These bubbles brown overtime, are common after rainfall, move 

relatively evenly downstream, and build up in slow areas. Bubbles that are indicating a 

problem will commonly come from one distinct location and the individual bubbles may 

have an iridescent shine to them.  

 Scum: Scum can also be part of a natural process, particularly in areas with little or no 

flow and in the late summer. 

 Oily: Like bubbles, oily sheens are also a part of a natural process, particularly in slower 

waters. Take a stick and move it through the sheen. If it breaks up into flakes and stays 

apart is it part of a natural process of bacteria breaking down materials. If the sheen will 

not break up, breaks into smooth circles, or immediately reforms into the same sheen it 

could be an indication of a spill. 

Odor 

The odor of the stream can indicate natural ecological conditions or a problem in the stream.  

 Normal: No odor or a normal odor. 

 Sewage: Sewage may indicate treated water releases from sewage treatment plants.  

 Rotten Eggs: May indicate that the bottom waters and sediments have no oxygen 

reaching them.  

 Chemical: An example of a chemical smells you may encounter is chlorine from 

swimming pools.  

 Petroleum or a gas smell. 

 Other: Anything else, please describe. 

Stream bed color 

The streambed color can indicate biological or chemical functions at the site. Pick the color that 

best describes the site. 

% Shade 

Shade helps to keep the temperature of the stream low and slow the growth of algae, important 

for the survival of aquatic animals. Estimate the amount of shade over the site as best as 

possible. 
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Algae cover 

Some algae growth is important to maintaining a stable ecosystem. However, over abundance 

of algae can reduce dissolved oxygen concentrations for aquatic animals and decrease their 

survival. Please indicate if algae are rare, moderate, or abundant by observing the streambed.  

Flow 

Choose one category that best summarizes the flow pattern of your site. 

 Slow: Very little or no noticeable movement. 

 Moderate: Water is moving. In areas without any rocks the water surface is even and flat. 

 Swift: Water is moving quickly. In areas without any rocks the waters surfaces is uneven.   

 Combination: An even combination of the above categories with no single category 

dominating the site. 

Leaf packs 

Leaf packs are important for some aquatic insects, known as shredders. Shedders are absent 

from the Poquessing Creek and The Friends of Poquessing suspects this is due to a missing food 

source. Please indicate the leaves that are in the stream (e.g. built up behind a rock or in a pile at 

the bottom of a pool), not leaves moving on the water surface.  

Monitoring Site: Section two 

For this section, please circle all of the categories that apply and describe them in the space 

below. Make sure to circle at least one category. If ‘none’ or ‘no change’ is circled a description 

is not necessary.  

Aquatic vegetation 

Aquatic vegetation is vegetation growing in the streambed. The Friends of Poquessing has not 

seen much aquatic vegetation in the watershed and is interested in knowing if there is any 

throughout the watershed. If vegetation is found, please describe it and take a photo.  

 None: No vegetation. 

 Floating: Vegetation that is floating on the surface and is not attached to the streambed. 

Example: Duckweed. 

 Rooted submerged: Vegetation that is attached to the streambed with a root system and 

is entirely submerged underwater. 

 Rooted floating: Vegetation that is attached to the streambed with a root system and 

floats on the surface. Example: Lilly pad. 

 Rooted emergent: Vegetation that is attached to the streambed with a root system and 

emerges through the surface of the stream. Example: Cattail. 
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Erosion 

Erosion is a known impairment in the Poquessing and is a large concern for the The Friends of 

Poquessing. Look back to the prior month’s photograph and indicate any changes in the erosion 

patterns since your last visit. Please describe any of the categories that you circle in detail.  

 Continued bank erosion: The continuation of an already established erosion pattern. This 

includes a decreasing bank being further eroded.  

 New bank erosion: A new or distinct change in the pattern of erosion. An example would 

be if a tree fell and the altered water flow created a new area of erosion. Another 

example would be if an area that had continued bank erosion has suddenly accelerated.  

 Increased or decreased sediment deposition: During a storm event a lot of sediment is 

carried downstream and eventually settles on the streambed surface, sometimes creating 

an island or point bar. An example of this would be a new area of cobble built up that 

was absent the prior month. 

Riparian Vegetation 

A riparian corridor is the land the boarders the creek (zone of land between the water and 50 

feet into the land). Stable riparian vegetation can reduce impacts from stormwater in an 

urban/suburban landscape. Look back to your previous pictures from the monitoring site and 

identify any changes in the riparian vegetation.  

 Increased or decreased abundances: Changes in the amount of vegetation along the 

stream corridor. 

 Change in types: A change in the species or type of vegetation since the last visit. An 

example is an invasive plant expanding the area that it is in. 

 Fallen trees: Any trees that have fallen into the streambed or on the riparian corridor.  

Animal observations 

The Friends of Poquessing is interested in the animals that are using the stream and stream 

bank habitat. Please list and describe any animals that you observe. 

Monitoring the walking section 

The walking section is for you to document conditions for the The Friends of Poquessing to look 

further into. This section is more descriptive in nature than the monitoring site section. You will 

be trained on how to monitor your sections, but please remember that we interested in the 

main stream along with any changes that you observe when tributaries or pipes enter into the 

creek. Additionally, during the walking section please try to keep the stream visible at all times 

and never enter unsafe situations to do so. Stay on even ground that you feel comfortable on. 
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Describing the conditions 

As you record your observations during the walked section, be sure to describe where the 

conditions are found. Each documented condition should be given a title so they can be 

identified at a later date and a photo should be taken of them.  

 Example: After a storm you see two conditions that the Friends of Poquessing wants to 

know about. The conditions are a tree that has fallen into the creek and a blocked 

culvert. The data sheet should say ‘Condition 1: A new tree has fallen 300 yards 

downstream from the monitoring site. Most of the fallen tree is along the stream bank 

with only thin branches in the water. The tree is a Norway Maple with a trunk around 6 

inches in diameter. Condition 2: The culvert that runs under Trevose Road has a new log 

across the entrance. The log is 6 feet in length with no branches coming off of it. It 

appears that it has been in the water for a long period of time, just has moved 

downstream to this location.’  

Condition photographs 

Any conditions that are described in the walking section should be accompanied with a 

photograph of the condition and titled so that it is obvious which condition is photographed. 

The picture file should be named as: section-ddMONTHyyyy-full name-condition#-photo 

number 

 For example, if Robin Eisman took two photos of ‘condition three’ in her section, Linconia 

Park, on October 14th, 2014. The second picture of condition three would be named: 

‘Linconia Park-14Oct2014-RobinEisman-Condition3-2’ 

Conditions to document 

Many of the documented conditions in the walking section are the same as the observations at 

the monitoring site. During the walking section the observations should be explained in more 

detail, including the location and a picture. 

Please note areas with aquatic vegetation, high algae cover, or decreased water 

clarity 

 Vegetation: Using the same categories of aquatic vegetation as in the monitoring site, 

list any aquatic vegetation that you see.  

 Algae: List any areas will high algae cover, this may be a problem with excess nutrient 

run off or high amounts of sunlight. Please indicate if the area is exposed to a lot of 

sunlight. 
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 Water clarity: Please list any areas that have decreased water clarity compared to the rest 

of the creek. For instance, if you come across a tributary entering the creek and see that 

it is cloudier than the main stream it should be documented. 

Please note any areas that have a change in the surface coating or streambed color 

compared to the monitoring site 

After documenting the surface coating and streambed color at your monitoring site, indicate 

any changes throughout the rest of the creek section. Use the same categories as described in 

the monitoring site. 

Observe the riparian vegetation and note any changes since your last visit or new 

invasive species (optional) 

Maintaining a healthy riparian buffer is important for the creek. Note any changes since your last 

visit in this section. Though it is not required, please note and new invasive plant species if you 

feel comfortable identifying them. Use the WVWA Common Invasive Plant Species handout as a 

guide.  

Please note any new signs of erosion, sediment entering the creek, obstructions in 

the creek, or blocked man-made structures 

Siltation and erosion are some of the largest issues for the Poquessing. Please use this section to 

alert us to new problems in the creek. 

 New signs of erosion: Following the monitoring section sheet, describe any changes or 

new erosion. 

 Sediment entering the creek: Signs of sediment entering the creek can be as subtle as 

mud covering rocks near a pipe entering the creek or as obvious as mud entering the 

creek from a construction site. Look for these signs as you walk to creek. 

 Obstruction in the creek or man-made structures: New obstructions can alter the stream 

flow and may cause increased erosion in areas. The Friends of Poquessing wants to 

prevent this from happening unnaturally, if possible. 

Animal observations 

Please follow the format for the monitoring site. Contact the Department of Environmental 

Protection as soon as possible if you see instances of fish kills (more than five dead fish in one 

area). 

Instances reported to the Conservation District 

More detail to come! The Bucks County Conservation District will provide training for 

Streamkeepers on how to identify problems in the field and how to report them.  
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Photography tips 

 Set your camera to the highest photo quality. 

 Include a sign marked with the location, subject, date and time the photo was taken.  

 On your data sheet also document the location of the photo object in reference to the 

creek (East, West, etc.). This will help Friends of Poquessing team easily identify any 

issues that are documented in the photos provided. 

 Maintain a level (horizontal) camera angle. 

 If possible, take pictures in the morning or late afternoon to avoid bright sunlight. 

However, overcast conditions or photos taken any time of the day are suitable.  

 If possible shoot pictures with the sun at your back. 

Submitting Data 
Please submit all collected data within 48 hours of collection so that the Friends of Poquessing 

can address any urgent issues. Your data can be submitted several ways, please use the method 

that works best for you. 

Smart phone application- Coming soon! 

Students at Temple University are working on a smart phone application that can be used to 

submit data and photos. This application is in its early stages and will only be beta tested at this 

time by a few interested volunteers.  

Preferred method- Poquessing website 

The Friends of Poquessing created a website that mimics the monitoring sheet for submitting 

data either at home or in the field. There is no log-in needed for the page. The website address 

will only be shared to Streamkeepers so that only trained volunteers are submitting data. 

Currently, this is the preferred method for submitting data to the Friends of Poquessing. 

Website address: http://www.friendsofpoquessing.org/   (think we can use WVWA link) 

Other methods 

Data can also be submitted by:  

 Email your monitoring sheets or an excel file to EMAIL 

 Drop off or mail data sheets to Friends of Poquessing 

NAME 

ADDRESS 
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Streamkeepers  Field Sheet 

Section: Date: Time Started: 

Water body: Monitors: Time Ended: 

Data sent (date): 

Number of photos sent: 

Days since last rainfall: Approximate rainfall: 

Current weather: Clear Partly cloudy Overcast Rain (light, steady, heavy) Snow 

 

 

 

Monitoring Site Data  

Site photo file name: Section-ddMONTHyyyy-full name: 

Circle one choice 

Water clarity: Clear Slightly cloudy Cloudy Opaque/chocolate milk 

Surface coating: None/clear Bubbles Scum Oily Other: 

Odor: Normal Sewage Rotten Eggs Chemical Petroleum Other: 

Stream bed color: Orange/red Yellow Black Brown Green 

% Shade: <30% 30-50% 50-80% >80% 

Algae cover: Rare Moderate Abundant 

Flow: Slow Moderate Swift  Combination 

Leaf packs: None Individual leaves Small leaf packs  

(5-20 leaves) 

Large leaf clumps 

 (>20 leaves) 
Circle and describe all that apply 

Aquatic vegetation: None Floating Rooted submerged Rooted floating Rooted emergent 

Erosion:  No changes Continued 

bank erosion 

New bank erosion Increased sediment 

deposition/islands 

Decreased sediment 

deposition/islands 
Riparian vegetation:  No change  Decreased abundance Increased abundance Change in types Fallen trees 

Animal observations: None Fish (alive) Fish (dead) Birds Insects  Mammals 

Describe: 

 

 

 

 

Additional notes: 
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Walking Section Observations 

As you walk your creek section please note changes and concerns. These are areas that the WVWA will want 
to further evaluate for managing erosion, sedimentation, nutrients, and other concerns. To make this possible, 

each noted condition should include an assigned a title (condition#X), location, short description, and a photo 

with the file name (photo file name: section-ddMONTHyyyy-full name-condition#-photo number) 

Please note areas with aquatic vegetation (including type), high algae cover, or decreased water clarity: 

 

 

Please note any areas that have a change in the surface coating or stream bed color compared the monitoring 

site: 

 

 

Observe the riparian vegetation and note any changes from your last visit or new invasive species (optional): 

 

 

Please note any signs of new erosion, sediment entering the creek, creek obstructions, or blocked man-made 

structures (culverts, bridges, etc.): 

 

 

Please list animal observations (fish, birds, signs of mammal use, instances of fish kills, etc.): 

 

 

Additional notes (garbage dumping or anything else): 

 

 

 

Instances reported to the Conservation District: 

 


